
Welland Gouldsmith School
Computer revision worksheet

Class : 3

This revision work is to be done in the inter leaf computer exercise book.

Q1. Answer the following questions:
a) What do you mean by sorting desktop icons?
b) What is an icon?
c) Why is the CPU called the brain of a computer?
d) Give the full form of IPO. How does a computer follow the IPO cycle?

Q2. Fill in the blanks:
a) The Windows _____  _____  is loaded into the _____ of a computer when it is switched on.
b) The picture in  the _____ of the desktop is called the _____ background.
c) Various _____ can be done by just clicking a _____ .
d) A computer system also needs _____ to run the ____ .
e) _____  _____ is a popular operating system.
f) CU also helps in communication between the ____ unit and the ____ .

Q3. Give the meanings for the following:
a) taskbar
b) screen saver
c) program
d) CU

Q4. Match the following:
a) IPO cycle does calculations
b) Television software CPU box
c) ALU input process output
d) Hardware change channels
e) Start button type commands
f) CUI operating system shut down 
g) Start menu desktop

Q5. Name them:
a) Three hardware devices of a computer system.
b) Three hardware parts of a television.
c) Pressing and holding a mouse while moving.
d) The menu having a list of programs.
e) A menu having a list of options.

Q6. Choose the correct answer:
a) To select an icon i) click on it ii) click anywhere outside it
b) Sorting  icons by i) date modified ii) menu
c) Icon stands for i) hardware ii) software
d) ALU is the main component of i) CU ii) CPU
e) Process in IPO cycle is i) memory ii) data and result




